The Hash Knife Around Holbrook: Images Of America Series
For more than 140 years, the Hash Knife brand has intrigued Western history lovers. From its rough-and-ready-sounding name to its travels throughout Texas, Montana, and Arizona, the Hash Knife sports a romance like few others in the cattle industry. Several outfits have been proud to call the brand their own, and the stories behind the men who worked for these companies are the epitome of Western lore and truth combined. Beginning in 1884, the Hash Knife - owned by the Aztec Land and Cattle Company - came to Arizona. The brand left a lasting impression on places like Holbrook, Joseph City, Winslow, and the famed OW Ranch while shaping Northern Arizona. From its historic roots to the famed Hash Knife Pony Express Ride that takes place each January, the Hash Knife has left its mark as a beloved mainstay of the American West.
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**Customer Reviews**

Very good local history book, great old photos

Terrific history of the Aztec Land & Cattle Co. and its dubious employees.

Great images, but the author failed to really tell the story and captivate her readers with her captions. There didn’t seem to be a clear order to the images.

Jan always does wonderful on her research and her writing style. Can't get enough of her!
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